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SILENCE

1-08-14 
HH)  Lifted silence)  acceptable offering;   be patient with renewal;  I know best;  that’s it, trust 
Me;  I ask your permission to do what needs be;  (Yes, Lord, I give You permission)  patience, 
also give Me patience;  tell them to come, Listen, and hear;  their silence allows Me to 
communicate My agenda;  with no questions asked;  I require silent patience not questions;  
teach them to dwell on listening and garnering understanding instead of asking questions that 
foul timing;

1-09-14 
JR)  give Me the load;  let silence lift it;  all must be done at My pace;  careful, careful
HH)   preserve silence;  allow Me to work;  allow Me to speak;

1-25-14 
HH)  Precious silence;  golden from My Chosen;  more infilling;  allow Me;

2-6-14 
HH)  pure, golden silence;  strive for it;  time and again;  attention on what I am doing;  
Congregate in My light;  take Holy communion;  Be blessed, My Beloved;  go with Me

2-11-14 
HH)  silence, Holy silence;  present‘;  mark time;

2-25-14 
JR)  Strong as Atlas;  time to overcome;  silence the banshee;  recognize and silence;  
imperative;  do now;  
Banshee: N. (in Irish legend) A female spirit whose wailing warns of a death in a house.

2-26-14 
HH)  Accept My Hush upon you;  one unit;  in the midst of the storm, be hushed;  accept My 
proposal;  write everything;

3-07-14
HH)  Let there be Joy in My Body;   hard work ahead, but let it be done with vibrant Joy;  gear 
up now;  Cherish My Joy;  truly cherish it;  operate in it so it may increase;  let there be Joy in 
silence;  Joy and enjoy giving Me silence;  kick murmuring out;  (purple)

3-08-14 
HH)  recognize My Hush;  succumb to it;  perish not My thoughts;  (purple)  great happenings;  
close;  

4-03-14 
HH)  more to come;  steady selves;  huge changes;  status;  apply My principles;  static;  silently 
rejoice;  in Me;  in Me;  always be in Me;  My life’s Blood;  reserved for you;  come, come, come;  
fuse into Me;  completely;  gladly;  One in Me;  no higher calling;  truly Mine;  predisposed;  

4-09-14 
HP) Now, careful judgments;  be sure;  breathe clearly;  My purity;  clarity of sight;  pure 
tongues;  more silent time with Me
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4-11-14 
HH)  first off;  keep My silence;  look to the horizon;  throngs coming;  jubilate;  be jubilant;  huge 
opportunity;  counter distractions;  recognize and eliminate;  be still before Me;  understand 
release;  release Me to work;  all must be legal;  release the limits;  I desire for you to 
experience all of Me;  unlimited;  My Bride, understand what I AM saying;  think before you 
speak;  think before you act;  you have limited yourselves and Me;  no more;  I have spoken;  
take it in;  understand;  understand;

4-26-14 
L)  Perfect silence;  I require perfect silence;  see to it;  see to its structure; (purple)  stillness of 
body and soul;  (purple rectangle with His thumb in the lower right;)  

4-28-14 
HH)  silence in the battle;  imperative;clear, pure silence;  allow My calm upon your hearts;  your 
minds;  be at peace in the midst of battle;  let his wiles not rile;  silence, calm, peace;  allow Our 
knowledge to work;  fight the good fight;   be at peace My gentle giants;  do as I do;  look, listen;  
counteract My way;   focus your entire body on Me and things above;  shield up, sword drawn 
awaiting My command;  My command;  get set;  battle

5-10-14 
L)  Hush now;  My holy ones must hush;  
HH)  stop the clatter and listen;  (purple;)  adhere to My words; (purple)  check your 
assignments;  in inadvertent assumptions;  keep the hush on;

5-17-14 
HH)   I cherish your silence;   did you not know I too give you, My Chosen, silence;   let My 
silence to you soothe your souls;   there are times to just BE;   great increasing;   relax, rest in 
Our silence;   be in silence with Me;   purposefully;   rejuvenating silence;   higher realm;   come, 
be with Me;   Holy silence;   treasure as I treasure 

5-19-2014 
HH)  (lifted silence) Yes, lift that Ours may meet, conjoin;  magnitude increases;  grasp 
significance  

5-22-14 
HP) priceless silence;    My silence is Holy;   enter in;   taste;   protection in My silence;   break it 
not

5-23-14 
HH)   meet Me in silence;   

5-27-14 
HP)  Holy silence;   keep Holy silence;   kneel;   that I may bless;   reach out;   taste of Me;   I 
bless your increase;   new increase;   accept;   joy in it;   be truly blessed
HH)   Our silence co-mingles;   thunderous works;   adjust to its magnitude;   let your brains 
understand, take in its full magnitude;   adjust your sight;   see it all;   grasp, grasp;

6-01-14 
HP)  if only you knew the depths of silent lips and minds;   the depths of what it allows Me;   this 
is not the place to be asking or thinking questions;   tell them

6-04-14
HH)   inject;   your silence up into Mine;  Our silence together fires fusion; double washing made 
increase;   needed for today;   give Me your joy;   Our joy, Our silence unstoppable;  Us, We, 
Our;   Power ignited;   perpetual;   ever increasing; ever expanding;

6-06-14 
HH)   be still before Me;   this means the minds also must be still;  I give at My Will;   not the 
Body’s;   too many are looking to receive instead of giving Me true, deep silence;   limit Me not;   



allow Me, allow Me;   this is dire;   give Me silence not expectant ears;  give Me deep, pure 
silence;   deep and pure

6-11-14 
HH)  push up;  through;  did you not know your silence mixed with Mine makes Mine ever 
stronger, more effective;    they have yet to fully grasp;  give them your mercy, your grace;   
don’t you see now that all you have, all that you are must be clean and then co-mingled with 
Me;  My Bride co-mingled with Me in complete oneness;  complete oneness;  grasp the finality 
of this;  Mine in oneness at last;  help them grasp the fullness of this concept;  bring Us 
together;

6-16-14 
HH)  receive My hand;  the time has come;  prophecy to be fulfilled;  Our silence conjoined;  
break it not;  corporate silence is pragmatic;  perfect it;   perfect it;  must;  give your wayward 
thoughts to Me;  still your souls;  truly join your silence with Mine;  behold what it will bring;  all is 
not of Me; stuff abounds;  sort it out;  reject, reject;  give Me pure silence;  pure;  well meaning is 
not pure;  

6-19-14 
HH) Red;  I call you into silence;  Purple;  purge out the iniquities;  neglect not purposes;  must 
stand firm;  recognize wrong winds;  be vigilant;  watch assignments;  too much assuming;  pay 
attention;  slightest assumption is too much;  silence with Me;  precious time;

6-21-14
HH)  enough with token silence;  tell them;  they assume in error;  taint and limit My agenda; 
enough, enough;  G I V E Me total silence;  limit Me not;  
Note to all:  At least 3 times I saw what I thought was the word “receivership.”  Each time it was 
a quick flash and I was not sure that’s what I was seeing, so I did not write it down.  It wasn’t 
until He gave “GIVE” that I realized receivership was for sure the correct word and that it is the 
opposite of “GIVE.” There is a time to “GIVE’ and  time to “receive.”  As I pondered what the 
Lord had said, He showed me the line of silence from Wednesday and told me He had to tap 
into my silence at that point in order for there to be enough of it. 
I started to ask the Lord about this note to all and had only said, “Lord,” when He immediately 
gave the word “approval.” 

6-22-14 
HH)  [I lifted silence.]  bring it on up;  My anointed;  watch;  360 mode;  see it all; 

6-24-14 
HH)   cacophony;   cacophony level;  thrust up to My silence;   [It was imperative to get our 
silence into His and away from the cacophony level.]   now you understand;   I can and do work 
in that lower level;   white level is now Ours;   see that;   perfect silence;   persistently obtain;  

6-25-14 
L) Combine;   Our silence;   combustible;   see the magnitude;   of possibilities;   come, eager to 
enter
HP) come My willing ones;   only the truly willing;   check yourselves;   tough assignments 
ahead;   careful checks
HH)   internal eyes at work;   A-Okay;   [With my hands held out I lifted silence.]   Power lift;   [I 
thrust my hands on up, and then saw bursts of purple followed by my palms almost touching.]   
this must be; physical and spiritual joining;   as self dies;   make it happen;   must be;   with 
Bride must be;   without qualms;   no whining;   no regrets;   willing vessels;   each;   My 
Beloved;

7-2-2014 
HH)   Holy silence;   My silence is Holy;   Our silence is Holy;   unmarred;   allow its perfection;   
decision time;   hands up;   unison silence; total silence;   focused;   dire consequences if not;   
dire;   mar not Our Holiness;   I have spoken;   choose absolute pure silence or keep your hands 
down;   comprehend;   serious;   serious;   now decide



7-05-14 
HH)  heavy silence;   thick;   thick, heavy silence;   get it up;   darkness must go;   silence 
dispels;   

7-10-14 
HH)  forward, forward;   no stagnation;   even in Our silence We are moving forward;   
expanding, increasing;

7-11-14 
HH)   I held out my hands to lift silence.   Immediately I felt the weight of the silence I was lifting. 
I was like this for 5 or more minutes.   All things have substance;   I started to move to write 
what He said. you can remember;  As I continued to hold out the silence, I began to feel heat 
coming from it onto my palms.  After a bit I realized something was happening to my eyes and I 
knew somehow it was connected to the silence I was holding and the heat it was producing.   
You shall see;  I continued to hold out the silence a bit longer.   take it up slowly;   I took it up 
keeping my palms out flat and then extending them on up. He had me turn my hands so that the 
palms were flat again only with the fingers pointing back instead of forward.   I knew I was to 
lower them back down now that His silence was mixed with mine.  I didn’t know what to do with 
it until my hands were down.  He then showed me to place my hands on my head, which 
surprised me.  My whole field of vision was then purple.  It’s hard to describe, but it was more 
than my field of vision that was purple and it lasted a while.  Now write;  My Seal;  your vision 
has My Seal;  carries My Seal;  [I am Blessed, Father.]   Yes, you are Blessed;

7-12-2014 
HH)    give it up to Me;  My silence now upon you;   [Red]   white silence;   pure;   let Me adjust;   

7-13-14 
HH)   give Me all of it;   [silence]   justified;   legally justified;   your actions, obedience have 
made it possible;   slack not;   not now, not ever;

7-16-14 
HH)   keep it coming [Silence was going up off of my outstretched hands.   As it did, my hands 
began to heat.]   friction;   be not stingy with silence;   prepare to thrust;   steady, sure;   now [I 
thrust silence on up.]   good;   judgment coming;   watch;   pray;   [I did and then saw purple.]   
blessings in My purple;   over think not;   follow My lead;   obey a must;   without question;   fret 
not, fret not;   I know best;   tell them;   [Red]   yes, My Red;   a sign of what’s coming;   calm 
your hearts;   

7-24-14 
HH)   I take your silence and return Blessings back to you;   Back not away;   I have so much 
yet to give My Chosen, My Bride;   come, come;   free of all hindrances;   take heart, come;   
come with Me

7-29-14 
HP)  sweet essence of Praise;   continue;   continue;   silence and Praise allow Me;   avenues 
for Me;   consciously give;   offer up;   My joy abounds;   receive My overflow

8-03-14 
HH)   Be silent before Me;   more facets to learn;   you give to Me, I give to you;   back and forth;   
much transpires in the giving willingly of silence;   yes, it is a privilege;   unmatched by enemy 
forces;   very effective weapon;   yes, a weapon used properly;   think to use it throughout your 
days;   important in increase;   logical;   allows My communication;   I desire to communicate 
with My Bride;   be silent, be still;   that’s it, totally yield;   totally;   see what My love will do;   
Satan has no love, only hate;   My love increases, so does his hate;   yield to Me and My love;  

8-06-14
HH)   Perfect silence;   Perfect Peace;   hand in hand;  hands together and up;   clang once;   
[cymbals]   be it so;   My Chosen, make My music;   in tune with Me;   in perfect harmony;   evil 
cannot stand it;   do all in tune and harmony with Me;   even silence is perfect music and 



offensive to all evil forces;   do these things while still being in total awareness;   your 
capabilities includes multi-tasking;   no stress, no pressure;   completely in tune with Me;   time 
for completeness;   come;   enter in;   Our time is now;   come

8-08-14 
HH)   sweet aroma of silence;   let it increase;   My obedient ones;   walk in the depths that you 
know;   sure and stable;  

8-09-14 
HH)   yes, I take your silence;   It gives Me joy;   joy in which to work;   [When I put my hands on 
up, they extended up higher than the actual length of my arms. In a few seconds I could see my 
hands going on up higher and higher until I could barely see them.]   Our working levels are in a 
much higher plane;   be not surprised, this must be;   beyond your physical;   be not afraid, all is 
well;   your silence with Mine accomplishes much;   sense it;   know it;   [Purple]   Our united 
silence befuddles enemy forces;   give silence;   law of increase lets it expand, increase, 
expand;   on and on;   understand;   enter into silence;   purposefully;  

8-10-14                                       W O W !
HH)   Keep Our silence Holy;   enter My white zone;   [The lights and phone flickered 2x’s.]   
that’s My power surge;  pay attention;   Our silence produces power;   see why Satan fights it 
so;   Our silence together is strengthening;   increasing;   astronomical rate;   evil is petrified;  
state of panic;   frantic panic;   understand the vastness of Our silence;   produce, produce, 
produce;   every millisecond of silence is significant;   power producing;   grasp the facets;

8-12-14 
HH)   silence is golden;   precious beyond measure;   holy unto Me;   

8-24-14 
HH)   precious silence;   come unto Me;   honor and praises;   I receive;   settle the score;   We 
win;   let not Satan prevail;   thwart, thwart, thwart;   victory prejudged;   bring it about;   Chosen, 
Chosen, Chosen;   understand significance;  comprehend fully;   all aspects;   all facets;  
responsibility;   give Me silence as you work;   not a conundrum;

8-27-14 
HH)   [I lifted silence.]   give it to Me;   [I started lifting my hands on up.]   no, no, give it to Me;   [I 
lowered my hands and knew He meant for me to stretch out my arms to Him, so I did.  He put 
something in each hand.  What was in the left was heavier.]   brave, true;   [Brave was in the left 
and true in the right.  After writing I put my hands back out expecting Him to tell me when to take 
them on up.]   not today;  no boxes;   no assuming, even in protocol;   I AM that I AM;   purpose 
in all I do;   remember that;   look for My purpose;

9-12-14 
HH)   allow silent portrayals;   give to Me;   acknowledge My hand in all things;   I am at hand for 
you;   for the asking;   

9-14-14 
L)   produce;   quality silence;   join Me in silence;   I acknowledge your efforts;   keep pushing 
selves

9-15-14 
HH)   precious silence;   be fortified;   rock solid faith;   trust Me;   allow it to grow;   mercy must 
be shown;   (I kept seeing lots of red in different forms)

9-23-2014 
HH)   clean up the silence;   tell them;   I must have pure silence;   unfettered;   now, I know you 
see that purity at its finest;   must reach My heights;   My depths;   full gamut;  

9-25-14 
HH)   Holy silence;   thrust through;   Red;   take back to your heart;   approaching holiness;   



10-24-14
HH)   your silence is powerful;   (D. P.)   such power, such power;   give it to Me;   yes, 
experience the increase;   rejoice with Me;  

11-01-14 
HH)   I accept your offering;    We shall crush walls with Our silence;   be it so;   accept 
My words;     time of preparation;   (I saw clouds with a reddish cast.)   much ado in My 
skies;   watch;   pray;   be not a broken record;   We must move forward;   encourage 
them to move forward;   let them not hinder;    understand, let them not;    now step by 
step forward;    growth coming, 
tremendous growth;   expect it;   not what they think;   full of life;   now prepare your 
hearts for what's coming; 

11-05-14 
HH)   silently, silently;   into the darkness;   Our silence penetrates;   wash away the dark;  
flush it out;        

11-06-15    
HH)   silence emboldens;   receive it;   there is so much to do;   so much ground to cover;   
be at peak alertness;   every eye you have watching;   recognizing;   alerting the body;  

11-20-14 
HH)   service;   dedicate to My service;   yes, all must be done according to My will;   give Me 
your dedication offering;   be it so;   (Red)   constant attitude of prayer;   willfully;   lift up in 
silence;   I honor your offering;

11-22-14 
HH)   My silence I give;   intermingle;   power increasing;   rejuvenate; 

12-03-14
HH)   silence;   golden silence for others;   

3-26-15
HH)    your silence, precious;   I have much prepared for you;   much to show;   silence 
produces;   gives much to Me;   thwart not this time;  step into My Purity;   

3-27-15
HH)   your silence allowed Me to bring about external blessings I desire for you into 
completion;   returning them back to Me brings more increase for Us both;   a principe of 
increase;   (Red)   bless, bless, bless;   always be a blessing;   

4-06-15
HP)   you are right in lifting it all to Me;   in silence;   
HH)   silence midst chaos, learn;   yes, possible;   chaotic times ahead;   prepare now;   
prepare to trust My lead;   prepare your minds to function as I have created;   lift all to 
Me;  
 
4-16-15
HH)   special silence you give;   I receive;   (hands hot for several minutes)   
expungement has begun;   (DRT)    hands charged;   infused with My Power;   explicit 
instructions coming;   note and pay attention;   follow, complete every detail;     much, 
much to do;   be ready at all times;   (I asked for guidance.)   done;   be assured it is 
already done;     ponder all I've shown;   take it into your being;



4-19-15
L)   hush;   let My hush rest upon you;   (DDP)   facets of silence to be learned;   (DDPT) 
you, My special ones must lead others;   by example;   so that I may demonstrate to 
them legally
HP)   Precious time, Precious time;   (DDR)   time with Me well spent;   allow Me to 
bless;    I appreciate this, your slice of silence;   it's worth and intensity increasing;   
expansion, expansion of understanding;   make room;   allow its fulness;    the vastness 
of understanding and its expansion and increase;   momentous expansion; I give you 
capabilities to grasp;   now do

4-24-15
HH)  My hand, My right hand shall continue to be upon you;   as is My Grace;   (DRT)   
yes, My commitment to you continues;   give Me your tongue;    you shall orate without 
fear;   fearlessly, fearlessly;   I declare it so;   (DRT)   it's true;   sealed;   Our truth shall 
prevail;   there shall be silence during and throughout oration;   expect it, receive it;

4-27-15
L)   silence;   silence the enemy;   receive not their thoughts;   be it so;   keep your 
silence pure;   understand;   pure;   it must be;  

9-14-15
L)   Behold silence in the midst of chaos;   Bride, Bride must;   silent Protocol;   make 
legal My access; understand legal

9-19-15
HH)   Praises followed by Silence lets Me in;   understand;   now you see, understand;   
much will come about;   much, much, much;   believe it, receive it;   

9-22-15
HH)   come, receive;   your silence magnified;   silence after solemn Praise is magnified;   
(I saw what I knew was silence spreading out covering more area.)   yes, yes, that is 
true;   understand the magnitude of silence;   its facets making a whole;   full, full, full of 
purpose;   making way for Me;   honor Me, honor Me with your Praise;

9-25-15
HH)   tell them to listen;   selfish listening must not be;   there is a time to listen and 
there is a time for silence;   true silence does not strain nor expect to hear;   having the 
pen ready and expecting to write is not giving Me full, total silence;   silence, silence;   
keep it pure;   hinder Me not;   I have spoken;   go now

10-02-15
L)   silence before Me;   let there be silence;   bring it about

10-10-15
HH)   as you sit in silence I am working, moving;   preparing;   intense silence;   yours is 
and must be intense;   know that, remember that;   

10-20-15
HP)   intense silence has begun;   truly begun;   so be it;   higher level;   avails Me 
much;   My Chosen, ever watchful;   with intensity;   see all;   let no subtly pass by



10-25-15
HP)   (As I was lifting up Hallelujahs, I found myself saying, “I send forth Hallelujahs on 
the heels of Praise.”)   yes, that close;   disturb not Silence;   Holy Silence

3-30-16
HH)   silence;   yes, joyful silence;   another facet of silence;   joy;   take joy into it;   take 
joy into it;   understand;

7-06-16
L)   silence;   gives Me working room;   more silence;   My Chosen, your silence avails 
Me much;   periodic silence today;   crucial;
HP)  deep silence;   your deep silence is imperative;   I cannot take many others into 
deep silence as yet
HH)    silent mode;  look up;  

8-18-16
HH)  keep the silence;   My Chosen, you are the keeper of silence;

8-31-16
L)   Complicate not My words;   when in question, give Me silence;   give Me legal 
authority to work

12-07-16
HP)  heaps are mounting;   be aware, the heaps are mounting;   weary not, My Chosen, 
weary not;   deep silence, I pull you into deep silence;   yes, calm and peace are here 
also;   go sit in My deep silence
HH)  cherish My silence;   cherish in being in silence with Me;   allow My adjustments;   

12-13-16      
HH)   be not stymied;   remember;   silence, calm, peace;   keep My truths in order;   
at your fingertips;   fail not in this;   fail not, My Chosen;   you must be ready, stay ready;


